LOCATION: Remote meeting

DATE: 30 June 2020

CHAIR: WFP and PUI

ACTION POINTS

• Finne to contact EU regarding information on any future flights from Europe
• PUI to continue discussions with MOPH on PPE plans and will update the group
• Finne to provide WHO with more information and contacts for Security PPE importation. Any organisation who can provide assistance please contact Finne or Sylvain

AGENDA

1. Previous Action Points
2. Border update
3. AOB

1. Previous Action Points

• FAQs and EU contacts shared on possible future EU HAB flight. Finne to follow up with EU.
• No interest in Logistics planning map. Basic map with entry points and primary roads has been uploaded to the AFG webpage.
• No questions received by PUI on MOPH PPE distributions. PUI will continue keeping contact with MOPH.
• Supplier information received by Finne was shared with the group.

2. Border update

• Information update: Chanam border is essentially closed with protestors blocking the road for the last number of days. Authorities have not yet found a solution. 2500 plus trucks are backlogged.
• All other entry points are open and operational.

3. AOB

• There has been no interest shown in forming a sub group to discuss PPE options and solutions. Any organization that expressed an interest has been linked up and can continue their own talks. The LWG members will continue to receive any supplier information.
• WHO are having problems getting their Security PPEs released from MOI. Finne will share links and connections with them to try to find a solution. If any group member has experience with these kind of delays please contact Finne.

https://logcluster.org/countries/AFG
The **Customs sub group** met on Monday 29 June:

- International Telecommunications Union (ITU) updated the group on their progress with GOA in establishing a framework to expedite telecommunications equipment during natural disasters. How a conflict is treated is still being discussed. This could help anyone importing communications equipment and ITU will take any queries and put them to the authorities.
- UNCTAD will share a list of entry points using the ASYCUDA system and also a list of clearing agents allowed to operate at these points.
- The group continues to compile information on how we all process clearances. They will be in touch with the LWG members to get input over the next two weeks.

The next coordination meeting will be on Tuesday 7 July 2020.

**Contacts:**

Finne Lucey  
*Logistics Officer*  
Finne.lucey@wfp.org

Sylvain Sanhueza  
*LWG Co-lead*  
afg.logco@pu-ami.org

Belkacem Benzaza  
*Head of Supply Chain*  
belkacem.benzaza@wfp.org

[https://logcluster.org/countries/AFG](https://logcluster.org/countries/AFG)